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SOLUTIONS OF SOME PERIODIC STIELTJES
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
G. W. MARRAH AND T. G. PROCTOR

Abstract.
Nonlinear periodic perturbations of a family of
linear periodic Stieltjes integral equations are considered and
sufficient conditions are given for the existence of a periodic
solution for one member of the family. Conditions are given under
which the solutions of the family approach the periodic solution
asymptotically. A Floquet type theorem for periodic Stieltjes
integral equations and several examples are given.

Let S be an interval of numbers of the form [t, oo), let {G, | -1} be a
complete normed abelian group and denote the set of all functions from G

to G by H. A function F from 5 X S into 77 such that V(x, y)+V(y, z) =
V(x, z) whenever j is between x and z will be called an order additive function. Suppose that each of Vxand V2is an order additive function such that
(1) Vx(x, j>)0=0 for all (x, y) in Sx S where 0 is the zero element of G;
(2) there are order additive functions olx, ol2 from Sx S to the nonnegative numbers such that
| Vj(x, y)p -

Vj(x, y)q\ = a,(x, y) \p - q\,

for each (x,y) in SxS,

\ V2(x, y)0\ = a2(x, y),

(p,q) in GxG and /= 1, 2. We will also suppose

that V2(x, j)0#0 for some (x, y) in SxS.
The first result in this paper is a Floquet theorem which says that under
periodicity conditions

a)

on Vx, a knowledge of the solution of

h(t)= p + mj'vih

over a period t=î_t+o>
gives the values for all t^c
The second
theorem describes conditions under which there is a p in G such that the
solution of

(2)

h(t)= p+ wJVi + Vt)h

is periodic. Mac Nerney gives the existence and uniqueness theorems for
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equations (1) and (2) in [3]. The second result generalizes a well-known
theorem concerning the existence of a periodic solution of a perturbation
of a noncritical system of linear differential equations. Here a variation
of parameter theorem obtained by Reneke [6] is the primary tool used.
Theorem 3 gives conditions under which the solution obtained from

Theorem 2 is stable.
Let Kmap SxS into H and have the property that there is a positive
number co such
we will say that
Remark.
If
period property

that K(x,y)=K(x+a>,y+co)
for all (x,y) in SxS; then
K has the co period property.
K is order additive it is easy to see that K has the co
if and only if co is a positive number such that

K(x, x + co) = K(y, y + co) and

K(x + co, x) — K(y + co, y).

Mac Nerney [3] shows that there is a function Wx from SxS

into H

defined by

(3)

Wx(x,
y)p =J1V

for (x, y) in SxS

+ Vx)p

and p in G, that Wx is order multiplicative

(i.e.

Wx(x, y)Wi(y, z)= Wx(x, z) for all y between x and z), and that h given by

h(t)= Wx(t, t)p is the unique solution of (1). Here Us the identity map on

G.
Lemma 1.
property.

If Vx has the co period property

then Wy has the to period

The proof follows from the definition of Wx and a simple translation
of partitions of the interval x to y into the interval x+to to y+to.
Theorem 1. If Vx has the to period property, n is a positive integer and
/_> then
Wx(t + nto, t) = Wx(t, t)Wx(t

+ to, r)n.

The proof follows by induction using the order multiplicative property

of Wx.
Remark 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, if Wx(r+t, t) is
known for 0_/_co then the solution h of (1) is known for all /—'r.
Remark 2. If W(r+to, r)=I then for any p in G the solution of (1)

is periodic (i.e. h(t+to)=h(t) for /^t).
Remark 3. Let A be a continuous n x n matrix valued function from
S with period to, let Vx(x, y)p= —[$l A(s) ds]p for p in Rn and let h0 be
a continuous

function from [t, oo) into Rn, then

(R)jrVh0=j\(s)h0(s)ds.
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Jï Vhn_x,

«=1, 2, • • • , converges uniformly to the solution of (1) (see Theorem 2
in [3]) we have Wx(t, r)p=X(t)X-l(r)p
where A is a fundamental matrix
of solutions of x'=A(t)x. Theorem 1 in this case is the usual Floquet
theorem (see Hale [1]).
Remark 4. Let S=[0,~oo), let A be an «x« matrix valued function
from S which has local bounded variation and let ( ) : 5"—>i?
be given by
(t)=n—1 for n— 1<i_« where « is a positive integer. The solution of the
vector difference equation y(n+l)=A(ri)y(n) satisfies

y(n) = y(0) + (R)\°Vy,
Jn

where V(u, v)y= —(R) j"„ (A—I*) d( )-y and conversely. Here 7* is the
«x« identity matrix. Consequently, Theorem 1 is a Floquet theorem for
difference equations.

Remark 5. If V2(x, y)0j¿0 for all (x, y) in Ax S we can establish
similar results for an integral equation of the form

(4)

h(t)= p + (R)JV2«.

Following Mac Nerney [3], let G* = {(g, m):geG,m

e {0,1}},let addition

in G* be componentwise and addition in the second component be
modulo 2 and let \(g, «i)| = |g|+«2. It is easy to verify that (G*, |-|) is a
complete normed abelian group. Let V* be a map from SxS to H*

given by
V*(x, y)(g, m) = (V2(x, y)p -

V2(x, y)0 + mV2(x, y)0, 0).

We note that V*(x, y)0 = 0 and that if V2has the coperiod property so does
V*. It is easy to see that for If* : S x S—*77*given by

W*(x,y)(g,m) = JT(7 + V*)(g,m)
and W3: S X S-*77 given by
W*(x,y)(g,\)

= (W3(x,y)(g, 1), 1)

the function «= W3( , r)(p, 1) is the solution of (4). Consequently if
W*(r+t, t) is known for 0_/_a> the solution of (4) is known for all
Í = T.

For the remaining portion of the paper let Vx(x, y) be a group homomorphism of G for each (x, y) in SxS. It is easy to see that Wx defined
by (3) also has its values in the group homomorphisms of G. Let co be a
positive number and QC be the collection of quasi-continuous functions h
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from [t, t+co] to G (i.e., h(t+) exists for T^t<T+to in S, h(r) exists for
T<t^T+a>) with h(r)=h(T+to), and for h in QC let

||A|| = sup |A(0|.
rSlSf+o

Lemma 2.

For h in QC the function k given by
k(t) = (L,R)jr\Vx(t,

)V2h,

t <: / <: r + co,

exists and has bounded variation.

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2 in Mac Nerney [3] and
thus will not be given here.
Mac Nerney [3] also shows that the function p,x:SxS to the numbers
not less than 1 given by

Pi(x,y)=xYT(i + «.x)
exists and | Wx(x, y)p\^px(x,

y)\p\.

Theorem 2. If Vx, V2 have the to period property,
I—Wx(to + T, t) is reversible and there is an M >0 such that

(a)

if the map

| [/ - Wx(co+ r, T)]-ty ^ M \g\ for geG,

and if
(b)

(L)

p,x(r + to, )a2 < ——■Jt+co

,

1m1(t + to, t)M

+ 1

then there is a unique p in G such that the solution h of (2) has period to

(i.e. h(t+to)=h(t)for
Proof.

For/in

/^t).
QC define

Pf=U-

Wx(r + co,r)]-\L,

R) [

Wx(t + oj, )VJ,

and

Tf(t) = Wx(t,r)Pf + (L, R)j'tWx(t, )V2f
We note that since

Tf(r) - Tf(r + to)
= [I - Wx(t + to, r)]Pf - (L, R) T

Wx(r+ to, )VJ = 0,

J T+ 0>

T maps QC into itself (W^ , r) has bounded variation, see Mac Nerney
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[3]). Also for f, h in QC we have

(L,,R)[

\P,-Ph\^M

^M(L)[

Wx(r + to, )[VJ-

^(r+co,

V2h]

)*2\\f-h\\;

and similarly
\Tf(t) - Th(t)\ ^ ||/-

/i|| [Mpx(r + co,r) + 1](L)P

Jt+o)

Consequently by the Contraction

fii(r + co, )a2.

Mapping Theorem there is an/in

QC

such that

(5)

/(/) = Wx(t,r)Pf + (L, R)j'lVi(t,

)VJ,

T ^

t ^

T +

CO.

Let h be the function defined on t^/ into G by h(t)=f(t—nto) where n
is the positive integer such that T-|-«co^/<(«-f-l)co-|-T.
Clearly h is
quasi-continuous and periodic and

h(t) = Wi(t - nto, r)P} + (L, R) \

Wi(t - nto, )VJ

J t—nto

= Wx(t,r + nco)Fv + (L, R)\

Wx(t, )V2h

r

= Wi(t, r + neo) Wx(t + nto, r)Pf + (L, R)

r

Wi(nco + t,

i

)V2h

Jr+na)

+ (L,R)\

Wx(t, )V2h;

thus
h(t) = Wi(t,r)Pf + (L, R)^Wi(t,

(6)

)V2h,

< t.

Reneke [6] has shown that A is a solution of (6) if and only if A is a

solution of (2) with p replaced by Pf.
For the uniqueness part of the theorem we note that if h* is a solution
of (2) with period to then by Reneke's result Th* = h*. Since, Thas exactly

one fixed point h = h* and thus p=Pr
Remark 6. Take Vxas in Remark 3 and let V2 be given by

V2(x,y)p = -

f(s, p) ds,

(x, y) in S x S,

p in G,

JX

where/is

a continuous

function from SxRn

into Rn with /(/+to,

f(t,p) and \f(t,p)—f(t, q)\^L \p—q\.The solution of (2) satisfies
x = A(t)x +/(/,

x);
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thus Theorem 2 generalizes a well-known theorem in ordinary differential
equations (see Hale [1, Theorem 5-1]).
For any/in 77 satisfying a Lipschitz condition and/(0)=0
let

N(f) = sup{\f(p)\l\p\:peG,p*0}.
In the case G is a Banach space Martin has shown [5] that the functions
a and 7r on S x S given by

a(a, b) =a%b[N(I + Vx)- 1],

n(a, b) =J1 V^i)

exists, \Wi(t, t)p\<tt(í, r)\p\, a is order additive and for any real number
<5,the unique solution of the integral equation %(t) = d + (R) j, a% is given

by x(t)=-"(t, r)ô.
Remark 7. In the case that G is a Banach space, condition
Theorem 2 may be replaced by

sup

L(t, t)M(L)

rS(Sr+(u(

tt(t + w, )a2 + (L)
Jr+a>

(b) in

Tt(t, )a2 < 1
Jt

I

and the conclusion of the theorem follows using the same proof.
Theorem 3. Let G be a Banach space and let the hypothesis of Theorem
2 hold. Further suppose that for any number d, the solutions ks of

J>

(7)

k(t) = 0 + (R)\

(a + ot2)k

satisfy lim^^ ka(t)=0 where a is defined above. If h is the periodic solution
of Theorem 2 and h* is the solution of (2) with h*(r)=p*,

\im[h*(t) - h(t)] = 0.
£-»ao

Proof.

According

to the variation

of parameters

formula

devised

by Reneke [6],
h*(t) = Wi(t,r)p* + (L, R)jTWx(t, )V2h*
and h satisfies a similar equation. Thus for X(t)=\h*(t)—h(t)\
X(t) = 77(i, T)\p-p*\+(L,

R)jTTT(t,

we have

)y.2X.

The function k6 where ô=\p—p*\ satisfies
ks(t) = Tt(t, r)\p-

p*\ + (L, R)j

n(t,

)*2kô

and by a Gronwall type result given by Marrah [4] we have X(t)<ks(t).
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For the Vx, V2 specified in Remark 6,
o(a, b) =

r p.[A(s)] ds

if a _ b,

Ja

= -

p,[A(s)] ds if a > b,
Ja

where p, is the logarithmic norm

/x[A(s)]= lim (\I + hA(s)\ - 1)1h ;
consequently, the solution of equation (7) satisfies

dk\dt = (pt\A(t)\ + L)k.
In this case Theorem 3 is a restatement of a known result that if
/¿[A(s)]+L<0
then the periodic solution furnished by Theorem 2 is

asymptotically stable.
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